2018 Dekalb County All-Region Teams

All-Region 7-7A
First Team Offense
OL - Kirsci Vincent, Lakeside, SR

First Team Specialists
P - Matthew Franklin, Lakeside, JR

Second Team Defense
DL - Marques Wimberly, Lakeside, SR
ILB - Xavier Clark, Lakeside, SR
DB - Josh White, Lakeside, SR

All-Region 4-6A
First Team Offense
OL - Antonio Smith, M.L. King, SR
OL - George Jackson, Stephenson, SO
OL - Blake Jefferson, Tucker, SR
OL - Joshua Black, Stephenson, SR
K - Kyle Wright, Tucker, JR

First Team Defense
DL - Jamal Andrews, Stephenson, SR
DL - Derrick McLendon, Tucker, SR
DL - Janir Wade, Stephenson, JR
LB - Tra Wilkins, Stephenson, SR
DB - Isaiah Dunson, Tucker, JR
P - Trezmon Johnson, M.L. King, SR

Second Team Offense
RB - Tyler Hughey, Tucker, SR
RB - Jevon Goff, Stephenson, SR
OL - Trevor Arrington, Stephenson, SR
WR - Torezz Alexander, Tucker, SR

Second Team Defense
DL - Dawson Rivers, Tucker, SO
DL - DJ McKnight, M.L. King, SR
LB - Tyler Brown, Stephenson, SR
DB - Marcellious Lockett, M.L. King, SR
DB - Isaiah Bembry, Stephenson, SR

Honorable Mention
DB - Thomas Robinson, Tucker, SR
DB - Bryce Spradling, Tucker, SR
DL - Christopher Benton, M.L. King, SR
LB - Lucius Chitty, Tucker, SR
LB - Jaden Wilkins, M.L. King, SR
LB - Jomel Robinson, M.L. King,
OL - Henry Dombrowski, Tucker, SR
OL - Vincent Sellers, Tucker, SR
OL - Bryce Jefferson, Tucker, SR
OL - Dominic Boyd, Tucker, SR
QB - Travon Ford, Tucker, SR
QB - Jacobi Haynes, M.L. King, JR
QB - Joseph Jackson, Stephenson, SO
QB - Rayshawn Meiser, Stephenson, SR
RB - Donny Harris, Tucker, SR
RB - Jevon Goff, Stephenson, SR
RB - Ryan Ingram, Stephenson, JR
TE - Covenant Dugbor, Stephenson, SR
WR - Deshon Stoudemire, Stephenson, SR

All-Region 7-6A Team
First Team Offense
TE - Jack Hogan, Dunwoody, JR

Second Team Offense
OL - Nick Frame, Dunwoody, SR

Second Team Defense
DB - Thomas Neville, Dunwoody, SR
P - Tyler Eith, Dunwoody, JR

Honorable Mention
OL – Isom Thurston, Dunwoody, SR
DL – Jason Solo, Dunwoody, SR
WR – Luke Pankey, Dunwoody, SR

All-Region 5-3A Team
Player of the Year – Jadon Haselwood, Cedar Grove
Freshman of the Year – Rashad Dubinion, Cedar Grove
Coach of the Year – Jermaine Smith, Cedar Grove

First Team Offense
QB - Shaheim Bailey, Stone Mountain
RB - Robert Jones, Cedar Grove
WR - Jaden Hezekiah, Stone Mountain
W - Rashad Jordan, Cedar Grove
OL - Michael Brooks, Cedar Grove
OL - Brandon Hall, Cedar Grove
OL - Keon Watson, Cedar Grove
ATH - Rashad Dubinion, Cedar Grove
ATH - Khalil White, Towers

First Team Defense
DL - Dante Walker, Cedar Grove
DL - Micah Ash, Stone Mountain
DL - Alvin Williams, Cedar Grove
DL - Rashad Cheney, Cedar Grove
LB - Isaiah Ratcliff, Cedar Grove
LB - William Jenkins, Cedar Grove
DB - Quadaris Laney, Redan
DB - Montré Montfort, Cedar Grove
ATH - Mujahid Townes, Stone Mountain

Honorable Mention
QB - Austin Smith, Cedar Grove;
RB - Jaquez Williams, Redan
DL - Narod McFadden, Redan
OL - Cameron Wingfield, Towers
WR - Jeffery Bassett, Redan
LB - Jeremiah McDermott, Redan
K - Louis Dominguez, Cedar Grove
### ALL-REGION 5-5A TEAM

**Offensive Player of the Year**  
Kevah Brantley, Lithonia

**Defensive Player of the Year**  
Jamel Starks, SWD

**Coach of the Year**  
Damien Wimes, SWD

#### All-Region Offense
- QB – Bryson Williams, Arabia Mtn
- QB – Octavious Griffin, Columbia
- QB – Rion White, SWD
- RB – Shawn Morris, Lithonia
- RB – Eian Scott, SWD
- RB – Jaylen Burke, Arabia Mtn
- WR – Kevah Brantley, Lithonia
- WR – Aquil Muhammad, SWD
- WR – Shawn Collins, Miller Grove
- WR – William Hemsley, Columbia
- TE – Corey Rolle, Arabia Mtn
- TE – Tridavian Slaughter, SWD
- OL – Gerald Sanders, Lithonia
- OL – Jason Stovall, SWD
- OL – Aaron Lockett, Miller Grove
- OL – Reginald Phillips, Arabia Mtn
- OL – Antavius Zachary, SWD
- OL – Brandon Buckley, Columbia
- OL – Brodrick Jones, Lithonia

#### All-Region Defense
- DB – Fondren Hollis, Columbia
- DB – Glenn Hayes, Arabia Mtn.
- DB – Jamel Starks, SWD
- DB – Demetrius Hicks, Lithonia
- LB - Chandler Martin, Arabia Mtn
- LB – Mustafa Arnold, Miller Grove
- LB – Derico Smith, SWD
- LB – Josh Tate, SWD
- LB – Asmar Hassan, Lithonia
- LB – Kazin Glenn, SWD
- LB – Caleb Fisher, Columbia
- DL – John Grant, SWD
- DL – Marquez Harris, Columbia
- DL – Jaquan Smith, SWD
- DL – Brandarius Minor, Lithonia
- DL – Zaryon Stubbs, Lithonia
- DL – Demetric Barnes, Arabia Mtn
- DL – Broderick Jones, Lithonia
- DL – JaCourtney Snipes, Lithonia
- DL – Nazir Stackhouse, Columbia
- DL – Thomas Rayton, Arabia Mtn

#### All-Region Special Teams
- P – Hasani Comer, Arabia Mtn
- P – Juan Espinosa, Lithonia
- P – Hasan Mangham, Miller Grove
- K – Reano Ramjag, SWD
- K – Malcolm Grinnell, Arabia Mtn
- Ath – Tommy Wright, SWD
- Ath – Kavah Brantley, Lithonia
- Ath – Jordan Grier, Arabia Mtn
- Ath – Shawn Collins, Miller Grove

### ALL-REGION 6-2A TEAM

#### First Team Offense
- ATH- Andre Harris, McNair, JR
- OL- Micheal Humphery, McNair, SR
- OL- Vidal Marshall, McNair, SR

#### First Team Defense
- DB - Darius George, McNair, SR

#### Second Team Offense
- OL- Kemra Matthews, McNair, SR
- LB-Dontavious Brewer, McNair, SR

#### Second Team Defense
- DL- Kemra Matthews, McNair, SR

#### Honorable Mention:
- LB – Shannon Duckworth, McNair, SR
- OL – Daiyon Chapman, McNair, SR
- DB – Jonathan, McNair, SR
- DE-Adrian Collins, McNair, SR
- DB – Markell Sutton, McNair, SR